UC SCO in-person Meeting Notes
Feb 19, 2008

Present: Barley (UCM); Dale (UCSC) via phone; Eden (UCSB); Farb (UCLA); Hruska (UCSD); Persily (UCSF); Phillips (UCB); Schader (UCR), via phone; Tanji (UCI); Yokote (UCD), recorder; Candee (UCOP)

Guests: Catherine Mitchell (eScholarship program); Jonas Dupuich (Bepress)

eScholarship program update & Selected Works demo (Mitchell)
- potential program directions based on the SLASIAC Task Force Report on “University as Publisher” findings
- focus on variety services for faculty in addition to repository deposits: some examples follow
  - low budget journal launch
  - conference proposal management
  - disciplinary-based collection services
  - new emerging scholarship
  - annual bibliography requirement management
  - navigation infrastructure after finding a PDF in the eScholarship repository

- **ACTION**: Mitchell will be contacting SCO members to organize focus group on each campus to identify how faculty do work and what do they need

Selected Works demo, http://www.works.bepress.com (Dupuich)
- allows individual to create a web-based profile of research interests and list of publications, including object storage
- web pages can be discovered by Google
- runs on “top” of eScholarship repository tools
- searching eScholarship results in works from the repository and Selected Works pages
- allows an individual to upload a copy of the publication if have the rights to do so
- soft launch now, but “real” launch in Spring, 2008

NIH Public Access mandate update (Persily)
- see Persily email for campus specific activities
- interest expressed in what UCOP RA Office will do
SCOAP3 (Chuck Eckman, Ivy Anderson)
- reviewed the transformative model analysis document and proposed letter of support
- SCO endorses transformative model document

Future of SCOs (all)
- all endorsed SCO continuing as an ACG